
BORNEO INSECT KINGDOM EXHIBITION 2022

Post-mortem Borneo Insect Kingdom

2nd July 2022, Saturday

The Borneo Insect Kingdom was held on 2nd & 3rd July 2022 at SAG Space Kota Kinabalu (Formerly the

Pillars of Sabah). On July 2, 2022, we conducted many activities including photo exhibition, panel

discussion, word search, and treasure hunt. There are 4 exhibition including Sabah Park, Foresty

Research Centre (FRC), Jimmy Lin, and Jimmy Chew from Borneo Jungle Girl Camp (BJGC). Also many

exhibitors at Macrophotography's Wall which is we ask their photos to put on the wall such as Jamiun

Micheal, Bud Chapman, Adi&Mala, Ronald Lo and etc. It's about 24 exhibitors for Macrophotography's

Wall. It's crowding when it the event started at 3:00pm to 6:00pm. Talk with Dr. Arthur Chung from FRC

started at 3:30pm to 4:30pm Here including of the photos on first day event.















3rd July 2022

On the second day, we continue the photo exhibition, Spinning Wheel and panel discussion with Japson

Wong and Ronald Lo at 5:00pm to 6:00pm. RTM the station television also came surprising to the event

to record the photo exhibition and interview Chun Xing Wong as the organise for this event. Spinning

Wheel game were run smoothly, we opened the game whole day for visitors and the questions quite

challenging. The Spinning Wheel helped by a volunteer from TRUMS UMS, Muhammad Hazim Rashid,

and other volunteer is Mei Yin Wong helped the game and setting up the event. Hazim also attract

visitors neat to SAG to came up to the event.  Here photos collection for second day of the event.







Future Suggestion to Next Event:

1. Many photos many interesting

2. Do physical Spinning Wheel for next event

3. Has a professional exhibitors can gain knowledge

4. Many visitors especially kids more interesting

5. Need more good decorations

6. Need a store list to buy exhibition stuff

8. Backup busker

4. Crowded places, need some space for stuff exhibition not using

5. Wire extensions need to arrange for one place so it looks neat

6. Need more volunteers to attract visitors to come


